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  Snow 

5

      urry,”“H said Bob. He opened the door.

   “It’s time for you-know-what.”

      Ick and Crud raced outside. Ick ran

       to the right. Crud waddled to the left.

     Each searched for that just-right spot.

   But where was it?

1Angels
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      The ground sat covered in a blanket

       of white. Little flakes fell from the sky.

    “Catch them with your tongue,”

 said Crud.

   “Catch what?” asked Ick.

 “The snowflakes.”

“     The cupcakes?” asked Ick. “Yum!”

    “No,” said Crud. “Look up.”
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     Ick tilted his head and stuck

      out his tongue. “I missed,” he cried.

   “Try again,” said Crud.

      Ick stuck out his tongue once more.

      A big snowflake plopped on it. “Nice!”

       he said. “It’s fluffy and crunchy at the

       same time. I wish I was a snowflake.”

     “Me, too,” said Crud. “Here comes

  another big one.”

    Ick raced to catch it.
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